Introduction
To complete a trilogy of Dennis Shasha puzzles (see Chlond 2007 Chlond , 2008 taken from his book "Puzzling Adventures" (Shasha 2005) , we examine the "Gridspeed" puzzle from an integer programming (IP) perspective. The puzzle is based on the rectangular grid street plan in Figure 1 . The distance between any two intersections is 10 miles. The speed along each northsouth street is constant (for example, the speed on all arcs between intersections 1 1 and 6 1 is 10 mph) and the speed along each east-west street is also constant (for example, the speed along all arcs from 2 1 to 2 6 is 20 mph).
The intersections may be negotiated instantaneously. Shasha poses a number of problems within this context and we will consider the first of these followed by a concepturally simple but important modification. This first poser is to find the fastest route from intersection 1 1 (top left corner) to intersection 6 1 (bottom left corner) such that each intersection is visited once and only once. This is a modified traveling salesperson problem (TSP) of the open tour variety (see, for example, Chlond 2002). We formulate and solve an IP for this problem and then consider the associated closed-tour problem by asking: what is the fastest way to visit each intersection only once before returning to the starting point?
IP Formulation
For convenience we convert speeds to times and label the intersections 1 to 36 from top left to bottom right, as shown in Figure 2 .
Using these node labels, the problem is to find the fastest route through all intersections starting at intersection 1 and ending at intersection 31.
We define the node set S = 1 36 and decision variables x i j = 1 if intersection i immediately precedes intersection j, else 0. Also, we define auxiliary variables z i , which defines the position of node i in the tour, and parameters t i j as the travel time between intersections i and j, with t i j = 0 if i and j do not share a connecting road (see Appendix B for data file).
We are now in a position to write the IP model.
Minimize total duration:
Minimize i∈S j∈S t i j x i j Each node precedes no more than one other:
Each node preceded by no more than one other:
Only moves to adjacent nodes allowed (recall that t ij = 0 if i and j are not adjacent to each other):
No subtours:
Exactly 35 moves required:
i∈S j∈S
Start at node 1 and finish at node 31: (1, 6)
Results
Appendix A shows a Mathprog implementation of the above formulation; this was used with Gnu Linear Programming Kit (2008) to generate the solution shown in Figure 3 giving a minimum total duration of 726 minutes. A few simple modifications to the above IP allow us to "close" the tour and Appendix C provides the Mathprog model for this revised formulation. This model ran for two hours on a P4 1.6 MHz laptop without yielding a solution. This failure highlights the fact that despite the simple TSP formulation, generalpurpose IP solvers are not a viable means of solution except for small instances. Consequently, many developers of optimization software provide specialized code for TSPs, including GLPK's TSP solver (TSPSOL). Additional information, including supplemental material and rights and permission policies, is available at http://ite.pubs.informs.org. Additional information, including supplemental material and rights and permission policies, is available at http://ite.pubs.informs.org.
